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Current Animal Disease Research 
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There is much research being conducted at the LSU AgCenter and around the country related to 

animal diseases.  Here are some highlights. 

 

Parasite Control in Ruminants 

With the emergence of anthelmintic resistant parasites in ruminants, alternatives to 

deworming with anthelmintics must be found.   Current research by LSU AgCenter faculty 

shows promise.  Dr. Jim Miller is looking into novel treatments with copper wire particles, 

grazing and feeding plants high in tannins, and sustainable integrated control programs.  Dr. 

Wayne Wyatt has data that indicate that fecal egg counts could be used as a tool to help select 

cattle that are resistant to parasites.    

 

Respiratory Disease 

Respiratory disease has a substantial negative economic impact on the beef and dairy 

industries.  One of the problems in controlling bovine respiratory disease is the difficulty in 

diagnosing it in a timely manner.  Cattle are a prey species and very adept at hiding illness.  

Many times they have been suffering from disease for a week before they can be identified 

clinically and treated.  LSU AgCenter faculty are participating in a multi-state project that looks 

at many facets of bovine respiratory disease, including novel early detection methods.  Some 

ideas being studied around the country and in Canada are rumen boluses that constantly 

measure body temperature, chemical changes in exhaled breath, and behavioral changes such 

as pacing, eating, drinking and grooming.   

 

Johne’s Disease 

Johne’s disease is a chronic bacterial infection of the gut of ruminants that causes significant 

weight loss and diarrhea.  Because this is a fatal disease with no treatment, prevention of 

infection is crucial.  Monensin and gallium have recently shown promise in preventing Johne’s 

disease when fed to calves.   These products, if proven effective in further studies, may help to 

supplement the management changes already recommended to prevent Johne’s disease 

transmission.    
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